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Abstract
Manufacturing productivity growth recovered during the 1980s, while
other sectors, particularly services, did not. In the same period U.S. manu-
facturing has engaged in the "outsourcíng" or "contracting-out" of service
functions. Has the recovery of manufacturing been accomplished by industrial
reorganization -- sloughing off sluggish services -- rather than technical
progress? We analyze this question by reducing service inputs to their
constituent elements of material inputs. Service productivity growth is thus
imputed to the goods sectors, reducing manufacturing productivity growth by
one quarter. Moreover, there is a correlation between manufacturing
productivity growth and the service drag imputed across sectors.1
Introduction
The motivation for this study comes from two recent phenomena that
have received considerable attention. The first is that manufacturing produc-
tivity growth recovered during the 1980s, after a protracted period of slow-
down during the 1970s, while other sectors, particularly services, did not
recover. Statistics calculated from input-output data and shown in Table 1
illustrate this pnint. Average annual total factor productivity (TFP) growth,
defined as the price-weighted sum of changes in input-output coefficients,
increased from 0.10 percent over the 1967-77 Period to 0.66 percent over the
1977-87 period in manufacturing. Utilities was the only other major sector
which showed a similar recovery of TFP growth during the 198os.
The second is that during the 1980s U.S. manufacturing has engaged in
the "outsourcing" or "contracting-out" of service functions. This process
refers to the process of replacing in-house services, such as legal, adverti-
sing, accounting, and related business services with services purchased from
outside the firm (see, for example, Postner, 1990 for a discussion of
this issue from an accounting point of view).1
Anne Carter in her 1970 book noted early on the rapid increase in
total service requirements per unit of manufacturing output between 1947 and
1967. Studies of the U.K. economy indicate that this phenomenon has continued
in more recent years. Using U.K. input-output data, Barker (1990) reported
that about 20 percent of the growth in service (gross) output between 1979 and
1984 was attributable to changes in manufacturing intermediate demand, and
Barker and Forssell (1992) calculated that 22 percent of the growth of busi-
ness services over the same period was associated with change in input-output
coefficients in manufacturing.
Our own calculations from input-output data, presecited in Table 2, do
suggest that the outsourcing of services has accelerated during the 198os.
There was a gradual increase in the share of total service inputs in gross
output (in both current aiid constant dollars) between 1947 and 1977, with the
proportion rising from 9.6 to 13.4 percent in current dollars and from 11.3 to
14.3 percent in constant dollars. Between 1977 and 1982, total service inputs
jumped from 13.4 to 16.3 percent of gross output in current dollars and from
14.3 to 16.9 Percent in constant dollars, while the proportion fell slightly
from 1982 to 1987.
Results are also shown for the share of total services inputs
excluding wholesale and retail trade in gross output and the share of total
services except trade and utilities in total output. The time trends in thesez
series are quite similar to those for the share of total services in output.
One of the most notable changes was in the proportion of business service and
finance and insurance inputs in total gross output, which almost doubled
between 194~ and 1987 in current dollar terms (From 1.8 to 3.~ percent) and
grew by over half in constant dollar terms (from 3.0 to 4.5 percent).
Our speculation is that part of the recovery of inenufacturing produc-
tivity growth may be a consequence of the outsourcing of services from manu-
facturing. The argument is that if these services have lower productivity
growth rates than the production of goods within manufacturing, then the out-
sourcing of previously internally provided services will increase measured
productivity growth within manufacturing. It is of direct interest to deter-
mine how much of the change in measured productivity growth in manufacturing
is due to changes in intermediate demand for services.
It should be emphasized at the outset that we do not have any direct
data about the degree of outsourcing that takes place. This would require
information on the firm level of the amount of inputs devoted to internally
provided services (such as accounting or advertising) and the replacement of
these inputs with externally provided services. However, the degree of in-
crease in intermediate inputs of services used in manufacturing, particularly
in constant dollars, during the 1980s is suggestive that contracting-out was a
major factor explaining its rise.Z
Our analytical technique is based on a consolidation framework
initiated by Leontief (196~). In this approach, service inputs into manufac-
turing are essentially reduced Cu their constituent elements of labor, capi-
tal, and goods inputs. This consolidation framework will allow us to decompose
the change in TFP growth within manufacturing into effects emanating from the
purchases of services and from the rate of material productivity growth in
manufacturing. Services productivity growth is imputed to the consuming sec-
tors. If the recovery of TFP growth in manufacturing during the 1980s is due
largely to outsourcing of services, then the increase in the rate of TFP
growth computed with this consolidated measure should be smaller than the rate
of TFP growth computed from only the direct coefficients.
Our approach avoids many of the problems of ineasurement normally ac-
counted in measuring the output of service industries. In traditional measu-
res of TFP growth within manufacturing, service inputs are treated in analo-
gous fashion to inputs of goods industries, labor, and capital. Difficulties
in measuring service outputs may seriously distort measures of TFP within3
manufacturing. On the other hand, input measures are quite adequate in servi-
ce sectors, as in other industries within the economy. Labor, capital, and
material inputs are easily identifiable and measurable in services, and are,
in principle, no different than in other industries.
The basic data sources for this study are U.S. 85-order input-output
tables for 1958, 1967, 1977, and 1987. The use-make framework will be exploi-
ted in the analysis for the last three tables. The next section develops the
model. A description of the data sources and methods is given in Section 2,
the results are discussed in Section 3, and concluding remarks and interpreta-
tions are made in the last section.
1. Productivity Analysis of Services
Carter (1970) found an increase in the total requirements of service
output over the 1947-67 period in the U.S., but could not decompose it into a
real interindustry effect of greater specialization and a specious effect from
the reclassification of such service activities from sectors where they are
secondary output to sectors where they constitute primary output. By introdu-
cing the use-make activity framework, ten Raa and Wolff (1988) showed that
many establishments which produced services in addition to their primary out-
put during the 1960s sloughed off this production during the 1970s. In this
paper we want to assess the implication of this process by decomposing total
factor productivity growth of the goods sectors into an own component and a
service component.
A main problem is that service output is not tangible. In other words,
how do we measure the output of services required for nonservice production
and how do we impute factor inputs to this output? The idea proposed in this
paper is to circumvent the problem by relating the inputs of services to the
outputs of the sectors tliat use those services. We will do so by elimination
of the intermediate services, where the elimination is to be understood in a
mathematical sensc..
We partition the n commodities of the economy in (1) m goods and (2)
n- m services. Goods can be dropped on your feet and services are anything
else. Goods include manufactures, but also agricultural and other produce. The
measurement of TFP growth requires the following data for sector i, i- 1,
.. , n: commodity outputs vij, j- 1, .. , n, commodity inputs uji, labor
employment Li, and capital employment Ki. We also need wage rate w and rental
rate r. Obvious matrix notation for the flows is V, U, L, and K. Although V
and U are both nxn-dimensional, V is of dimension sector X commodity and U4
commodity x sector, adhering to the System of National Accounts convention
(see Kop Jansen and ten Raa, 1990). L and K are lxn-dimensional row vectors. w
and r are scalars.
The basic idea exposed in this paper is to impute the gross output and
the productivity of the services to the goods by relating the goods inputs
into the services to the goods outputs of the service consuming sectors. The
idea is applicable to the services used in the production of goods (business
services), but not to the services which feed final demand (personal
services). We thereFore define goods TFP growth as the relative real rate of
change of the net output of goods to the required factor inputs ratio,
1P dYl - wdLN t rdK"
1 1 wL" t rKM
P y
Here yl is the m-dimensional subvector of goods components of n-dimensional
net output y-(VT - U)e, where e is the unit vector with all entries equal to
one. Similarly, pl collects the goods components of the row vector of
T
competitive prices, which is defined by p(V - U) - wL t rK. The amount of
labor required for the production of the net output of goods is
1
LM - ,C(I - A)-1 y0 l (1)
J T -1
where input-output coefficients are A- U(V ) and labor coefficients are R-
L(VT)-1 (see Kop Jansen and ten Raa, 1990). L" includes labor employment in
the service sectors needed for the fulFilment of intermediate demand in the
goods sectors. R(I - A)-1 is the nxn-dimensional row vector of total labor
coefficients, measuring the labor contents of units of goods and services. The
amount of capital required for the production of the net output of goods is
defined similarly.
Our strategy is to evaluate the labor and capital contents in the
lower dimensional space of goods, using the Leontief inverse of consolidated
input-output coefficients, mxm-dimensional matrix A", and consolidated labor
and capital coefficients, m-dimensional row vectors ~CM and k`. In the appendix
(statement A) we show that
L" - ,~`(I - A`)-lyl (2)5
where A` is Leontief's (1976) matrix of consolidated input-output coef-
ficients,
-1
A` - A1l r A12(I - A22) A21 (3)
and consolidated labor coefficients ( as well as capital coefficients) are
defined similarly,
~` - ~1 4 ~z(I - A22)-1A21 (4)
The m-dimensional subvector of labor coefficients for the goods, ,~1, is aug-
mented by a row vector that features the direct service requirements of goods,
A21, transformed to total service requirements by the Leontief inverse of
services own coefficients, A22, and further to labor contents by the services
labor coefficients, ~2.
There are two ways to decompose goods TFP growth. As a prelimínary, we
show in the appendix (statement B) that the denominators in the expression for
goods TFP growth are equal: plyl - wL` 4 rK`. Now the first way is a direct
Wolff (1985) decomposition into sectoral TFP growth rates,
n
rti --( L pjdaji t wd,~i i rdki)IPi
j-1
(5)
where index i runs through the goods and the services. Goods TFP growth is a
weighted average of all the sectoral TFP growth rates. The weights are
proportional to the competitive value shares of the gross outputs of goods and
services that sustain the final demand for goods. The weights sum to the gross-
to-net-output competitive value ratio by the Domar aggregation rule.
The second way is a similar decomposition into consol3dated TFP
growth rates,
m
rti '-( L pjda~i ~ wd~i . rdki)~Pi
j-1
(6)
where i runs through the goods only. Goods TFP growth is a weighted average of
the consolidated TFP growth rates over goods. The weights remain (pixi)~(px`),
1
where x` is the goods subvector of the full Leontief inverse of ~ or,
equivalently, the consolidated Leontief inverse of yl. The equivalence is6
demonstrated in the appendix (statement C). In this paper we analyze sectoral
TFP growth rates, particularly for manufacturing. Manufacturing consolidated
TFP growth is the weighted average of the manufacturing rti's, where the
weights are the competitive value shares of consolidated manufacturing output,
(pi~xi)~(px~). Note that comparison with macro-economic TFP growth would
require inflation of our measures by the Domar factor.
A first decomposition of consolidated goods TFP growth rates (6) is
obtained by separating the consolidated coefficient reductions according to
(3) and (4) and sorting out the leading and following terms:








and a. is defined similarly, capturing the reductions in the following terms
i
oF (3) and (4). pi measures the reduction in direct materials, labor, and
capital inputs. ai measures the reduction in indirect materials, labor, and
capital inputs, as embodied in the service inputs. pi is not a standard secto-
ral TFP growth rate, for the summation is through m only, ignoring the service
inputs, mtl, .. , n. However, it is not difficult to forge the relationship.
It amounts to a further decomposition.
For this purpose, return to the decomposition of goods TFP growth
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(9)Comparison with (~) shows that the service components of consolidated goods
TFP growth, 6i, pick up not only the reductions of the service inputs, which
we denote by
6i -- ï p da ~P J'm.l j ji i (10)
but also services TFP growth, rtmyl through nn, the last terms of (9). The
amount of services TFP growth imputed to good i is denoted by oi and is
determined residually by
1 2
Qi - Qi } 6i
This equation emounts to the further reduction of consolidated goods TFP
growth, (~). A rearrangement of terms is illumínating. For this purpose, note
that the terms under the first summation sign on the right hand side of (9)
contain the standard TFP growth rates,
1 t a. ni - Pi i (12)
It follows from equations (~), (11), and (12) that consolidated goods TFP
growth equals standard goods TFP growth plus imputed services TFP growth,
rt! - rt , t o? ~ ~ ~ (13)
If some standard TFP growth rate is great, but the corresponding con-
solidated TFP growth is modest, it must be that 6i is negative. The sector
performs well, but service productivity drag is imputed to it. Such a sector
may be considered a"smart outsourcer." Here we model outsourcing by imputing
all services to the goods, even when they were not provided in-house by manu-
facturing originally. This model does not lay claim to outsourcing as a histo-
ric process, but reduces the services "superstructure" to the materials "sub-
structure."
Is manufacturing a"smart outsourcer"? In other words, has the recove-
ry of manufacturing productivity been accomplished by industrial reorganiza-
tion -- sloughing off sluggish services -- rather than technical progress? A
macro answer ís given by tlie sign of services TFP growth imputed to manufactu-
ring, that is the manufacturing tsi's weighted by value shares. If it is
negative, then outsourcing of services is a source of manufacturing8
productivity growth. A micro answer is provided by the correlation between
imputed service TFP growth, oi, and standard TFP growth, rti, across
manufacturng sectors. If it is negative, good performers are imputed
relatively much service drag and outsourcing would be a determinant of the
distribution of T'FP growth within manufacturing.
2. Data Sources and Methods
Our basic data source consists of U.S. input-output dollar flow
tables, which were originally obtained from the Bureau of Economic Analysis on
the 87-sector level for years 1958 and 1967 in single-table format, and on the
85-sector level for years 1967. 1977. and 1987 in the dual use-make table
format. The single-table format relies on the so-called BEA transfer method.
In this method, the transaction matrix is constructed on an industry by in-
dustry basis. A secondary product produced by industry i which is primary to
industry j is recorded as a purchase made by industry j from industry i. The
actual sales of the secondary product produced in i are then "transferred" to
the sales row of industry j.3
The 1967, 1977, and 1987 data are available in separate make and use
tables.4 The 1977 and 1987 tables use the same accounting conventions.
However, there are four important changes between the 1967 tables and those of
the later years. First, two dummy sectors, business travel and entertainment
and office supplies, are present in the 1967 table but were eliminated in the
1972, 1977, and 1982 tables. We follow the later convention and distribute
the output of the two dumm,y sectors to the appropriate using industries.
Second, in the 1972, 1977, and 1982 tables, the restaurant sector was separa-
ted from the trade sector, while in the 1967 table the two are aggregated into
a single sector. It was not possible to separate the restaurant sector from
the trade sector in the 1967 data. As a result, we have aggregated the two
sectors in the 1972, 1977, and 1982 data for consistency with the earlier
year.5
Third, in the 1967 table, a portion of the wholesale and retail trade
activity and real estate (rental) activity engaged in by the various sectors
were recorded as a secondary product of these sectors, whereas in the later
years these transactions were recorded as primary to the trade and real estate
sectors, respect.ively. For consistency with the later years, we transferred
these secondary outputs to their primary sector.6 Fourth, in the 1967 table,
comparable imports are recorded as if purchased by the industry producing the
comparable domestic commodity and then added to that industry's output for9
distribution to the actual purchasing industries. In the later tables, compa-
rable imports are recorded as directly purchased by the using industry from
the comparable domestic industry. We follow the later convention in our work.
Labor coefficients for 1958 were obtained from Peter Petri of the
Brandeis Economic Research Center; those for 1967 were calculated from U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics (19~9); and those for 197~ were directly available
in Yuskavage (1985). Scctoral employment for 198~ were estimated by first
calculating the growth rates of employment by input-output industry on the
basis of the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Historical Output and Employment Data
Series (obtained on computer diskette) and then applying these growth rates to
the 19~~ input-output sectoral employment totals to update to 198~.~
Capital stock by input-output industry for 196~-~~ was calculated
directly from the net stocks of plant and equipment by input-output industry
provided on computer tape by the U.S. Bureau of Industry Economics (the BIE
Capital Stocks Data Base as of January 31, 1983). These series ran through
1981 for manufacturing industries and through 1980 For the other sectors.
They were updated to 198~ on the basis oF the growth rate of constant dollar
net stock of fixed capital between 1980 (or 1981) and 1982 calculated from the
National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA).8
Sectoral price indices for years 1958 and 1967 were provided by the
Brandeis Economic Research Center and those for 19~~ from the Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis worksheets. Deflators for 198~ were calculated from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics' Historical Output Data Series (obtained on computer
diskette) on the basis of the current and constant dollar series.9
Five sectors -- research and development, business travel and office
supplies, scrap and used goods, and inventory valuation adjustment -- appeared
in some years but not in others (the earlier years for the first three sectors
and the later years for the last two sectors). In order to make the accoun-
ting framework consistent over the four years of analysis, we eliminated these
sectors from both gross and final output. This was accomplished by distribu-
ting the inputs used by these sectors proportional to either the endogenous
sectors which purchased the output of these five sectors or to final output,l0
One additional refinement, suggested by Leontief (1941), was made.
Instead of treating noncompetitive imports as exogenous, an endogenous column
of exports was incorporated in the A matrix to balance the row of noncompeti-
tive imports. In this way, imports can also be thought of as being "produced"
domestically by the exports required to sell in exchange for them. The finallo
output vector was adjusted for this. (See Wolff, 1985, and ten Raa and Wolff,
1991, for more details.)
All matrices were deflated to 1972 dollars using the sectoral price
deflators. Productivity growth rates for 1958-67 are calculated using the
single-table basic framework (and making use of the 1967 single table data).
Productivity growth rates for 1967-77 and 1977-87 are calculated using the
use-make framework (and relying on the 1967 dual table data). Because of
alignment difficulties between the various input-output years (several in-
dustries are collapsed in the 1987 table, in particular), productivity growth
estimates were available for only 68 industries, including 48 manufacturing
industries.
We divided the 85 industries into two groups, goods and services. The
11
goods industries include: agriculture (1-4) , mining (5-10), construction
(11-12), and manufacturing (13-64). Services include: transportation (65),
communications (66-67), utilities (68), trade (69), finance, insurance, and
real estate (70-71), government services (78, 79, and 82), and all other ser-
vices (72-77 and 84).
3. Results
Table 3 shows our central results, on the decomposition of manufactu-
ring TFP growth into a material inputs component and a service input compo-
nent. Line 1 shows the trend in standard TFP growth in manufacturing (rt),
which falls from 1.05 percent per year in 1958-67 to 0.10 in 1967-77 and then
recovers to 0.66 in 1977-87. Line 2 presents results on TFP growth for the
consolidated manufacturing industries, n", which incorporates both the direct
productivity growth of the manufacturing industries as well as the productivi-
ty growth of service industries supplying the manufacturing sectors. The
figures also show a fall-off in consolidated TFP growth between the 1958-67
and 1967-77 periods, from 1.09 to 0.19 percent per year, and then a recovery
in the 1977-87 period, to 0.50 percent per year. These results clearly sup-
port the central premise of the paper that the recovery in standard manufactu-
ring TFP growth between 1967-77 and 1977-87 (0.56 percentage points) was grea-
ter than the recovery in consolidated TFP growth (0.31 percentage points).
These findings are consistent with the argument that the outsourcing of servi-
ces was partly responsible for the recovery of productivity growth
in manufacturing during the 198os.
A decomposition is shown of consolidated manufacturing TFP growth, nN,
into p, TFP growth in these industries attributable to a reduction in direct11
materials, labor, and capital inputs; and into 6, TFP growth in goods indus-
tries attributable to a reduction in indirect materials, labor, and capital
inputs as embodied in the service inputs into goods industries. The main
contributor to consolidated TFP growth was the reduction in the use of direct
material inputs within manufacturing (including labor and capital). The ave-
rage annual rate of change in p was 0.86 percent over the 1958-67 period, 0.35
percent over the 1967-77 period, and 0.60 percent over the 1977-87 period.
Though the time path is similar For p as for n` (falling between the first two
periods and then rising in the thírd), the changes between periods are much
smaller for p than for n~. Even in the productivity slowdown period, 1967-77,
TFP growth from the change in direct material inputs was still proceeding at a
respectable 0.4 percent per year.
The major difference was in the time trend of a, the rate of TFP
growth due to the material inputs embodied in direct manufacturing service
inputs. During the 1958-67 period, this component added 0.23 percentage
points per year to consolidated TFP growth in manufacturing. However, during
the 1967-77 and 1977-8ï periods, c was negative, at -0.16 and -0.11 percent
per year, respectively. These results indicate that while (direct) materials,
labor, and capital inputs per unit of output in manufacturing industries fell
over the three time periods, their indirect materials, labor, and capital
inputs (as embodied in their service inputs) per unit of output increased over
both the 1967-77 and 1977-87 periods, thus creating a drag on productivity
growth within the manufacturing industries. Manufacturing was more successful
in reducing its direct material, labor, and capital inputs than in decreasing
its indirect inputs from the service sectors.
In Section 1, we broke down 6 into ol, productivity growth in the con-
solidated goods industries emanating from a reduction in direct service
inputs, and a2, productivity growth in the consolidated goods industries
emanating from technical change in the service industries which supply the
goods industries, is again revealing. During the 1958-67 period, of the 0.24
percentage points increase in a, 0.06 percentage points came from a reduction
in direct service inputs into manufacturing and 0.17 percentage points from
positive TFP growth within the service industries. Between 1967 and 1977, of
the -0.17 percentage points change in a, -0.21 percentage points was
attributable to the increased use of direct service inputs in manufacturing
(al) and 0.05 percentage points to the modest gains of TFP growth within the
service industries. Over the 1977-87 Period, of the -0.11 percentage points
change in 6, -0.07 percentage points came from increased use of service inputslz
and -0.04 percentage points from the negative TFP growth of the service
industries supplying manuFacturing.
The results show that the TFP growth of service industries which sup-
ply manufacturing has been slowing down over time, declining From 0.17 percent
per year in 1958-67 to 0.05 percent per year in 1967-77 and then turning nega-
tive in 1977-87, at -0.04 percent per year. A"smart" manuFacturing firm
would have a strong incentive to outsource these stagnant service activities
and concentrate its activities on high productivity fabrication and assembly
operations. If this is, in fact, what happened during the 1980s, then part of
the recorded gains in TFP growth in manufacturing would be attributable to the
outsourcing of services.
To examine this empirically, we compute the correlation between stan-
dard TFP growth ni and 6i, the TFP growth of service industries supplying
manuFacturing. A negative correlation means that goods sectors which have
rapid rates of standard TFP growth are more likely, on average, to buy inputs
from service industries with low productivity growth. This is an indirect
indication that these manufacturing industries have been successful in out-
sourcing service sectors with low productivity growth.
The correlation coefficients, shown in the last line of Table 4, indi-
cate that this is, in fact, what has happened. The correlation coefficients
are negative for each of the three periods. Moreovec, they have been becoming
more negative over time: -0.15 in 1958-67, -0.43 in 1967-77, and -0.47 in
1977-87. In the last period, in particular, a high rate of standard TFP
growth is closely associated with buying inputs from service industries with
low (or negative TFP growth).
A related study by Siegel and Griliches (1991) looked at the relation
between manufacturing productivity growth in 1973-79 and 1979-86 and the out-
sourcing of services, measured as the average ratio of purchased services
within manufacturing to manufacturing output in 1977 and 1982. They found
very weak correlations between the latter measure and manufacturing producti-
vity growth in each of the two periods as well as the change in productivity
growth between these two periods across 392 manufacturing industries. We
obtain a similar result for the 1977-87 Period (a correlation of 0.03). How-
ever, this result is not inconsistent with the finding of a strong negative
correlation in this period between the rate of standard TFP growth and the TFP
growth of service industries which supply manufacturing.13
4. Concluding Remarks
The results of this paper support our major hypothesis that the reco-
very of (standard) TFP growth in manufacturing in the 1977-87 period was rela-
ted to an increased use of inputs purchased from service industries. TFP
growth in manufacturing, after falling from 1.05 percent per year in 1958-67
to 0.10 in 1967-77. jumped to 0.66 percent per year in 1977-87. Over the same
period, the share of total service inputs in gross output in constant dollars
increased moderately from 13.1 percent in 1958 to 14.3 percent in 1977 and
then rose sharply to 16.1 percent in 1987.
Our most compelling evidence in support of our hypothesis is that the
recovery in standard manufacturing TFP growth between 1967-77 and 1977-87
(0.56 percentage points) was greater than the increase in consolidated TFP
growth (0.31 percentage points). In other words, if we include the material
inputs embodied in the services purchased by manufacturing in the manufactu-
ring industry's input structure, the measured increase in TFP growth is smal-
ler than conventionally measured TFE' growth, in fact by one quarter in the
1977-1987 period. A secondary source of evidence is the finding of a strong
negative correlation between conventionally measured TFP growth in
manufacturing and the rate of TFP growth of service industries supplying
manufacturing in the 1977-87 period. Both sets of findings are consistent
with the argument that the outsourcing of services was partly responsible for
the recovery of conventionally measured TFP growth in manufacturing during the
1980s. The results also support the argument that manufacturing industries
have been successful at externalizing the slow productivity growth service
activities.
It is difficult to say whether the increased service inputs into manu-
facturing industries were due strictly to outsourcing -- that is, the substi-
tution of externally produced output for internally provided inputs -- since
we have no way of assessing the production of intermediate services within the
industry. However, the dramatic increase of service inputs within manufactu-
ring during the 1977-87 period was probably a result of a combination of out-
sourcing and the substitution of service activities in general for material
inputs.
What is clear is that service inputs into manufacturing industries
have increased in importance over time and have created an increasingly large
drag on both their consolidated productivity growth and even their direct
productivity growth. Manufacturing industries have been much more successful
in reducing their direct material, labor, and capital inputs per unit
of output than in reducing their service inputs.14
Footnotes
~ Tilburg University, tlie Netherlands, and New York University, respective-
ly. We would like to express our gratitude to the C.V. Starr Center for
Applied Economics at New York University, CentER at Tilburg University,
and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation which provided financial support for
this work.
1. Actually, in the modern literature this idea can be traced back to Stigler
(1951), who defined "externalization" or "unbundling" as referring to the
portion of intermediate demand for services which is supplied by service
firms, rather than in the production unit itself.
2. If the increasing share of service inputs in gross output was due only to
the rising relative prices of services (relative to goods), then we would
expect that the service share would increase in current dollar terms but
remain unchanged in constant dollar terms. Since the service share rises
in constant dollars as well, this reflects a real shift in input structu-
re, rather than a change in relative prices.
3. See, for example, U.S. Industry Economics Division (1974), for a discus-
sion of inethodology and for a listing for the sectors. This method creates
artificial transactions. A formula for the transfer based input-output
coefficient is given by Kop Jansen and ten Raa (1990) who also show that
the method distorts the material and financial balance equations of input-
output analysis. As a result, the method can distort the measurement of
productivity growth in both industries i and j. Moreover, it can also
affect the measurement of linkages between sectors.
4. A description of the 196~ tables can be found in U.S. Interindustry Eco-
nomcis Division (1974); of the 1977 tables in U.S. Interindustry Economics
Division (1984), and of the 1987 tables in Lawson and Teske (1994). The
1967 data were not published as separate make and use tables, but the raw
data for them are available on computer tape, which Paula Young of BEA
graciously supplied to us.
5. We refer to the aggregated sector as the trade sector.
6. To balance the flow tables, we adjusted the value added of the trade sec-
tor so that its total inputs equalled its new output total and adjusted
both the value added of the real estate sector and the real estate input
row so that the value of total output and inputs of the real estate sector
matched.15
7. Data on hours worked by sector, though the preferable measure of labor
input to employment, are not available by sector and year and therefore
could not be incorporated.
8. The source is Musgrave (1992). Since there are fewer industries in the
NIPA breakdown than in the input-output data, we applied the same percen-
tage growth rate across all input-output industries falling within a given
NiPA classification. Data on government-owned capital stock for all years
were obtained from Musgrave (1992).
9. In addition, the deflator for transferred imports was calculated from the
NIPA import deflator, that for the Rest of the World industry was calcula-
ted as the average of the NIPA import and export deflator, and the defla-
tor for the inventory valuation adjustment was computed from the NIPA
change in business inventory deflator. The source is U.S. Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers (1992), Tables B-1, B-2, and B-3.
10. The allocation of the scrap sector was handled differently in the make-use
framework of the 1967, 197~, and 1987 tables. See ten Raa and Wolff (1991)
for details.
11. Sector numbers refer to the standard BEA 85-sector classification scheme.
See, for example, U.S. Interindustry Economics Division (1984) for
details.16
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Table 1. Total Factor Productivity Growth (n) by Major Sector, 1958-1987a
(Percent per Annum)
1958-67 1967-77 1977-87 1958-87
Agriculture 0.70 1.48 1.20 1.14
Mining 0.18 -1.02 -0.18 -0.36
Construction 0.76 -1.53 0.18 -0.23
Manufacturing 1.05 0.10 0.66 0.62
Transportation 2.18 1.77 -0.44 1.13
Communication 0.69 1.51 -1.47 0.22
Utilities 1.10 -3.33 1.59 -0.26
Wholesale and 0.91 1.07 1.12 1.04
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, 0.58 2.00 -1.22 0.45
and Real Estate
Other Services -0.89 0.52 -1.16 -0.50
Weighted Averageb 0.68 0.35 0.11 0.37
a. Periodization and calculations are based on U.S. input-output data. See
equation (5) for the definition of sectoral TFP growth and Section 2 for a
discussion of data sources and methods.
b. Weighted average of sectoral rates of TFP growth, where current dollar
gross output (GDO) by sector is used as the weight. These figures must be
inflated by GDO~GDP (GDP representing current dollar net output) to obtain
economy-wide TFP growth.19
Table 2. Ratio of Service Inputs to Gross Output in U.S. Manufacturing, 1947-
87a
All Service Inputs All Service Inputs
All Service Inputsb Except Trade Exc. Trade g Utilities
Ratio in Ratio in Ratio in Ratio in Ratio in Ratio in
Year Current S 1972 S Current S 1972 S Current S 1972 S
1947 0.096 o.li3 0.071 0.089 0.064 o.o8z
1958 0.119 o.i31 0.085 0.096 0.076 0.086
1963 0.113 o.i19 0.084 0.089 0.073 0.078
1967 0.122 0.126 0.093 0.098 0.082 0.086
1972 0.139 o.i39 0.099 0.099 0.088 0.088
1977 0.134 0.143 0.091 0.095 0.075 0.082
198z 0.163 0.169 0.115 0.111 0.090 0.095
1987 0.158 0.161 0.108 0.104 0.091 0.092
a. Calculations are based on U.S. input-output data. See Section 2 for a
discussion of data sources and methods.
b. Service inputs are defined as (sector numbers refer to the standard 85-
sector BEA classification scheme): (65) transportation and warehousing;
(66) communications; (67) broadcasting; (68) utilities; (69) wholesale and
retail trade; (70) finance and insurance; (71) real estate and rentals;
(72) hotels and repair services; (73) business services; (74) eating and
drinking establishments; (75) auto services and repairs; (76) amusements
and entertainment; (77) medical and educational services; (78) federal
government enterprises; (79) state and local government enterprises; (82)
government industry; and (84) household services.zo
Table 3. Decomposition of Manufacturing TFP Growth Into Material Inputs and
Service Inputs, 1958-1987
(Average annual growth in percentage points)
1958- 1967- 1977-
1967 1977 1987
1. Standard TFP Growth (rt] 1.05 0.10 0.66
2. Consolidated TFP Growth [rtM] 1.09 0.19 0.50
a. Change in Material Inputs [p] 0.86 0.35 0.60
b. Change in Consolidated Service o.23 -0.16 -0.11
Inputs [o]
1. Change in Use of Service Inputs [ol] 0.06 -0.21 -0.07
2. Change in TFP of Service 0.17 0.05 -0.04
Industries [02]21
Table 4. Standard TFP Growth (rt) and TFP Growth of Service Industries SuppLy-
ing Manufacturing Industries ( rt3) by Manufacturing Industry, 1958-~i!
(Average annual growth in percentage points)
1958-67 1967-77 1977-87
I~0
Code Industry Name rt. 6? rt. 6? n. c?
i i i i i i
13 Ordnance and accessories 0.96 -0.15 -0.66 -0.15 0.94 0.10
14 Food and kindred products 0.67 -0.20 0.46 -0.14 0.49 0.01
15 Tobacco products 0.31 -0.08 0.75 -0.15 0.95 0.26
16 Broad and narrow fabrics, 1.27 -0.13 0.61 -0.01 1.15 -0.03
yarn and thread mills
17 Miscellaneous textile goods 1.57 -0.17 1.84 -o.lz 0.92 -0.02
and floor coverings
18 Apparel 0.99 -0.10 1.05 -0.09 1.62 -0.03
19 Miscellaneous fabricated 1.01 -0.10 1.27 -0.02 1.77 -0.01
~ textile products
208~21 Lumber and wood products 1.62 -0.22 -0.95 -0.09 0.67 0.03
228~23 Furniture and fixtures 0.44 -0.19 0.80 -0.08 1.52 0.06
24 Paper and allied products, 0.82 -0.25 0.08 -0.01 0.92 -0.08
except containers
25 Paperboard containers and 0.68 -0.22 1.09 -0.21 -0.58 0.04
boxes
26 Printing and publishing 1.21 -0.19 0.23 -0.24 0.32 0.15
27 Industrial and other chemicals 1.15 -0.22 -z.y8 -0.06 0.67 -0.07
28 Plastics, synthetic materials 1.91 -0.16 2.06 -0.08 1.62 0.02
29 Drugs, Cleaning, Toilet 1.55 -0.17 1.76 -0.{{7 1.66 0.18
Preparations
30 ['aints and all.ied products -0.40 -0.25 G.77 -o.z5 1.64 -0.06
31 Petroleum refining and 1.54 -0.16 -1.50 -0.10 0.97 0.13
related products
32 Rubber and miscellaneous 1.35 -0.20 0.11 -0.12 1.20 0.06
plastics products
33~34 Footwear, leather, and 0.01 -0.13 0.18 -0.14 -2.91 0.02
leather productszz
35 Glass and glass products
36 Stone and clay products
37 Primary iron and steel
38 Primary nonferrous metals
39 Metal containers
40 Heating, plumbing, and
1.46 -0.28 -0.87 0.06 0.75 -0.07
0.70 -0.39 -o.z5 -o.lo -o.z3 0.03
1.38 -0.28 -1.52 -0.04 0.06 -O.Oz
0.65 -0.21 -0.78 -0.00 0.27 -0.05
0.40 -0.18 -0.32 -o.lo -0.67 0.04
0.99 -0.16 0.18 -0.13 l.oz o.06
fabricated structural metal products
41 Screw machine products and 0.55 -0.14 0.59 0.01 0.72 0.10
stampings
42 Other fabricated metal products 0.78 -0.15 -0.15 -0.03 0.39 0.10
43 Engines and turbines 1.10 -0.10 0.21 -0.09 -0.46 0.03
448,45 Farm, construction, and mining 0.12 -0.16 -0.51 -O.lz -0.14 0.07
machinery
46 Materials handling machínery
and equipment
1.33 -0.14 0.51 -o.ll 0.77 0.06
47 Metalworking machinery 0.54 -0.14 0.19 -0.10 -0.47 0.11
and equipment
48 Special industry machinery 0.83 -0.16 -1.44 -0.20 1.57 0.06
and equipment
49 General industrial machinery 0.98 -0.18 -0.46 -0.11 0.56 0.06
and equipment
50 Miscellaneous machinery, 1.44 -0.15 -0.70 -0.09 0.69 0.15
except electrical
51 Computer and office equipment 0.50 -0.19 2.58 -0.28 4.55 -0.37
52 Service industry machinery 2.33 -0.21 1.45 -0.11 1.30 0.00
53 Electrical industrial equipment 1.49 -0.17 0.41 -0.11 -1.00 0.13
and apparatus
54 Household appliances 2.35 -0.24 2.03 -0.22 1.37 0.03
55 Electric líghting and wiring 0.05 -0.18 0.43 -0.04 0.01 0.13
equipment
56 Audio, video, and communication 2.62 -0.18 0.27 -0.15 1.24 0.01
equipment
57 Electronic components and 2.34 -0.24 2.66 -0.19 2.86 -0.13
accessories
58 Miscellaneous electrical 1.38 -0.15 0.11 -0.08 -1.24 0.18
machinery and supplies
59 Motor vehicles 1.19 -0.16 0.64 -0.12 -1.01 0.12
60 Aircraft and parts 0.76 -0.08 -0.06 -0.08 -0.01 0.25z3
61 Other transportation equipment 1.42 -0.1~ 0.55 -0.11 0.43 0.02
62 Scientific and controlling -0.4~ -0.18 1.42 -0.15 1.91 0.12
instruments
63 Ophthalmic and photographic 2.54 -0.21 2.18 -0.20 1.42 0.10
equipment
64 Miscellaneous manufactur.ing 0.82 -0.19 1.09 -0.10 1.64 0.08
Correlation between rt and a2:[a] -0.149 -0.423 -0.468
a. Correlation across 48 manufacturing industries. This is a pure number.24
Appendix
First let us collect the statements in sectíon 1 that remain to be proved:
A. L" - .Z"(I - A")-lyl
B. plyl - wL" t rK"
1
C. (I 0)(I -
A)-1(y~ - (I - A")-lyl
We will do so usingl
fIl








where, in , the entries are the unit and zero matrices of dimensions m and
0
n-m, respectively.
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left hand side is
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which is the right hand side indeed. Q.E.D.25
Proof of A. By definition of L', (1), and the lemma.
1 I
Y
LN - R(I - A)-1 -.t(I - A)-1 lYl -
0 OJ
1
- (.C1 R2) ( I - A`)-lyl
(I - A22)-1A21
- ~R1 ' R2(I - A22)-1A21~(I - A')-lYl - R~(I - A')-lYl
by definition of R', (4).
Proof of B. Competitive prices are defined by
P(VT - U) - wL t rK
Division by VT yields
p(I - A) - wR t rk
Hence




-(wR . rk)(I - A)-1 ~ - wLM 4 rKM
by definition of L", (1), and similar for capital.
Proof of C. The left hand side equals
(I 0)(I - A)-110ÍY1
- (I ' Q)(I - A")-lyl
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